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Through this method I hope to open the door to a new type of harmonic technique and hnowledl
for the guitar. There has been a shormge of good constructional harmonic material that develops d
hand mechanically and increases the knowledge musically. All exercises presented in this volume have bec
carefully tested through years of teaching. Each one has a definite purpose for development of the hanr
no metter how insignificant it may seem to the student.

The exercises are given in condensed form to save space and also to encourage and develop independer
thinking on the part of the student. They are written in one key but are to be played in alt the keyr
as shown in the explanations accompanying the exercises. Think of the tonic of every k.y as "do'

Therefore if you are in E flat, consider the E flat as "do". Through this system all keys are equal an
therefore you will not favor any particular key or keys. Some of the exercises in this method are writte
in whole notes with no dividing bar line but should be practiced at a slow even tempo. Succeeding volumr
are in preparation for publication in the near future.

GsoncE VaN Eps

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
HOLDING THE GUITAR

Holding the guitar correctly is a point that should be studied very carefully because there are man':
irnportant factors to be considered, the first of which is comfort. It is almost impossible to work freely i

you are trying to support or hang
on to the guitar with your hands.
The normal technicalities of the in-

strument are dificult and tiring
enough without an awkward posture
to make them more rc. Flere is the
correct posture. Sit in ? straight-
back chair of medium height and
then cross the left leg over the right
so that your left knee rests on your
right knee at the seme time keeping
your right foot flat on the floor.
Then place the body of the guitar
on your lap so that the lower hollow
6ts the left leg and the upper hollow
rests against the right side of your
chest. The body of the guitar should
be on an angle of approximately
twenty degrees in relation to your
torso and the scroll should be on a

level with your shoulder, but slightly forward. Never lean back in the chair, lean slightly forward alway
as this helps to hold the instrument securely. After following these instructions the guitar should balanr
on your lap by itself. (Fig.No. 1.)
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IHE PICK AND WruST ACTION

Bring the right arm up until the elbow r$rs very lightly on the top edgc of the body. Thc cnd of
your hend should now be half way between the bridge and the end of the fingerboard. TbG inside of
the wrist should be approximately two inches above the string level. Fold the fingers of t{re right hand

under, but not rc far as to have them touch the palm of the hand. For example, wrep tJrc fingers of the

right hend eround a broom handle, bending tfie fingers from the firct and second joint. After doing this

remove the hendle and noticc the position of the fingers. The result should bc the correct cutre. (Fig.

No. (2.)

Now plrce the pick on the f,,rst joint of the 6rst finger rc that the horizonal axis is perdlel to tlrc

back of your hand. Then plece tfie end of your thumb (approximatcly l/+ nch) on the pick so thet

tkre is a half inch of the pointed end showing. Do not hold the pick, too tightly .r it must be allowcd to

occillatc rather than bcnd. In a complete wrist action the wrist imitates a twisting motion with each stroke,

vcry much like flicking something off your hand. Sce that you use a quick and accurate stroke, eliminating

dl excess movement because you want the notes to sound simultaneously, not one by one. Vhen pleying

on inside strings use the next highest string as a pick-stop. The axis of your wrist should be directly ovcr

the highest note as the top note should predominate. In other words if you are picking the B, D, and G

rtrings as a triad, the axis should be over the B string with the result that the D string will sound sofdn

thc G string r litde louder, and the B string will be the loudest, w.hich is dynamically correct.
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THE LEFT HAND

In studying this bootr it is necesary to bear the following frctors in mind as they will not be mcntiono

in the explanetions of the exercises. The fundamentals do not change in rhe difrercnt excrcises, but th

situatioru do. There is only one correct way to place the fngers on the fngerborrd. Drop your left hm

dovn alongside your body entirely relaxed. Now bring it up slowly leaving the fngers curved (slowl

twisting it counter-clockwise) until your ttrumb touches the neck halfway between the body and t*re nut

The thumb must ride rpproximately one-third of the way around thd neck from the bess side. Neve

Iet your thumb extend above the fingerboard level, and never let it travel more than halfway around th

curve of the neck. Your knuckles should be almost parallel to the side of the neck. Now plece you

fingers on the fingerboard in an arched position, not trying to finger anything, just letting them rest rheft

Slide your hand slowly up the neck toward the body. Vhen your hand touches the body of the instrumen
your elbow should be next to your torso. Now slide along the neck slowly with your elbow traveling r
just half the speed of your hand. This principle is similar to the hour and minute hand of a clock. I
this is properly applied you will notice the position of the hand will change very lirtle in relation to th,

neck. This is of Sreet importance in the development of mechanical perfection.

The fingers must be arched until just the tips rest on the strings so that they work .tp and down ham,
mer-frshion seating just back of the frets, not in between and not on top. Bend your left thumb back

slightly so that only the ball or fleshy

part touches the neck. Do not hug

the neck wirh the inner part of the

hand. It is necessary to k*p the

fingers suspended over the 6nger-

board at all times. Do not let them

stand up straight, curl under thc

fngerboard, or wander in any fash-

ion. The correct place is approxi-

mately one-half inch above the

strings for in this position they ere

always ready to operate. This grcatly

improves rccurecy of the fingers.

Here is a practical example of this

principle. If you suspend en object
above a designeted spot and dropped it, wouldn't your accuracy be far greater than if you stood a few fer
awey and threw the obfect at the spot? The wrisr musr be kept straight at all times excepr whcn executin
a very long reech. Your hand is like a piece of machinery which can develop mechanical trouble if thrown int
odd positions. Those little push-rods in the baclc of the hand that operate the fingers must have a straig[
course if expected to work properly. Besides being correct, the straight-wrist posture is more comfort
able and nrtural when you ger used to ir. (Fig. No. j.)
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It is important to remember that the exercises in this book should be practiced very legato. In order

to do so, the notes must be given their full value and must be connected with no pause between them. The

changes from formation to formation must be executed in the least amount qf time. Do not stint the value

of the notes in order to give yougs3:lf tirne to make the next formation. In making these quick shifts, do

not rush the tempo. Plant your fingers solidly and firmly on the fingerboard. After releasing the pressure

on a formation get used to forming the next position while the hand is in motion. Do not wait until the

hand arrives at the location before forming the fingers. This saves time and naturally goes hand in hand with

the legato principle.

The reason legato is being stressed so much is because it is the hardest form of phrasing for the guitar.

Stacatto, the reverse, is the natural form and therefore the easiest one. In practicing legato remember to

re-apply the pressure for each formation. Do not slide around holding the pressure, yet do not to to the

extreme by lifting the fingers too far off the strings during the change. Eliminate all waste motion with

the fingers. The closer they are to the fingerboard, the less time it takes to place them. The mechanics

of these exercises have been carefully planned and tested.

THE ATTACK AND Dffi

A clean smooth technique depends upon a good 6rm attack which is accomplished only when both

hands work in perfect unison. To fret a note or chord before picking it produces a poor tone and limits
the speed of the hand. In the correct attack the pressure is applied the instant the pick strikes the string.
Always aPPly the pressure quickly with a deliberate snap, like a trigger releasing a srrong spring. In the
exit of a note or chord, the pressure rnust be released as quickly as it was applied because a slow release pro-

duces a bad buzzing sound, especially when working on the lower strings. The pressure release rnust be

straight up off the fingerboard and not slanting in the direction of the next position, otherwise a slurring
effect will be the result.
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